Sandia National Laboratories produces copious amounts of high-resolution, single-polarization Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery, much more than available researchers and analysts can examine. Automating the recognition of terrains and structures in SAR imagery is highly desired. The optical image processing community has shown that superpixel segmentation (SPS) algorithms divide an image into small compact regions of similar intensity. Applying these SPS algorithms to optical images can reduce image complexity, enhance statistical characterization and improve segmentation and categorization of scene objects. SPS algorithms typically require high SNR (signal-to-noise-ratio) images to define segment boundaries accurately. Unfortunately, SAR imagery contains speckle, a product of coherent image formation, which complicates the extraction of superpixel segments and could preclude their use.
INTRODUCTION
SAR images provide a wealth of information about structures and activities in an imaged scene. Frequently, however, details of interest are buried amongst mundane structures, vegetation and terrains. While image analysts are adept at extracting significant details, too few analysts are available to examine the multitude of SAR images produced each day. An automated terrain/structure categorization system could augment their ability to examine these large data sets by characterizing commonly occurring objects and backgrounds and recognizing changes over time. Sandia National Laboratories has established 'Pattern ANalytics To support High performance Exploitation and Reasoning' (PANTHER) to develop an automated analyst support system. The first stage of the PANTHER system will process a large database of SAR images, categorize regions according to their content and produce classification maps of relevant scene features for representation in a semantic graph subject to analyst query. Rather than classify individual image pixels, the PANTHER classifier first oversegments the image into superperpixels, which are small groups of pixels that share similar location and intensity. These superpixels facilitate statistical characterization of the terrain/structure classes, as well as reduce computational complexity. This paper describes a variety of options for creating superpixel segmentations of SAR images, which include using different superpixel segmentation (SPS) algorithms, different parameter sets and different SAR image products, and quantitatively compares the quality of the resulting superpixels.
A wide body of research has developed and applied SPS algorithms for optical imagery [1] [2] [3] [4] . These applications show that superpixels preserve boundaries of imaged objects, provide self-similar regions for measuring feature statistics, reduce artifacts and boundary misclassifications introduced by sliding window algorithms and improve processing speed by reducing computational complexity.
Recent developments [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] have allowed application of SPS segmentation to SAR imagery, as well, even though SAR images contain speckle, a result of coherent combining and cancelling of the multi-path backscattered radar energy. In the formed SAR image, speckle is a multiplicative phenomenon. SPS algorithms designed for optical imagery use a difference-based distance metric, which responds poorly to multiplicative contamination. Thus, researchers have employed different strategies for oversegmenting SAR imagery into superpixels. Caves, et.al. [10] introduce two segmentation algorithms for SAR magnitude images, which both detect edges using mean differences between regions. They test these algorithms on simulated multi-look imagery and use a normalized intensity ratio to combine statistically similar segments to produce their final segmentations. Fjortoft [11] extends work of Caves and Touzi [12] and detects edges from ratios of average intensity in SAR imagery and applies a modified watershed algorithm to produce oversegmented superpixels. Su, et.al. [5] apply multi-scale Meanshift [13] segmentation to decomposed multilook polarimetric data, then implement a random field merging which incoporates a graph-based representation for relationships between regions of multiple scales. Wu, et.al. [14] apply a noise-adjusted quad-tree decomposition to derive superpixels and then combine superpixels with random field merging. Gan et.al. [7] modify the Turbopixels algorithm [4] to incorporate an exponentially-weighted ratio of local mean intensities to represent edge strength. Yu et.al. [8] apply Gaussian smoothing within the Turbopixels algorithm to reduce influence of speckle in producing superpixels. Xiang et.al. [9] incorporate a Gaussian-smoothed intensity ratio distance into a local k-means algorithm to extract superpixels.
We apply widely-used SPS algorithms without modification to speckle-reduced SAR image products. For the backscatter image products, we compute log-magnitude before applying SPS algorithm. The resulting difference-based distance measure for log-magnitude images provides the same advantage of reduced sensitivity to multiplicative contamination as a ratio-based distance measure for magnitude images. We measure the quality of the resulting superpixels against handlabeled segments using widely-used SPS quality measures. We apply SPS algorithms to combinations of image products as well as individual image products. An important feature of the approach is that we can use superpixels derived from any product to process any other co-registered SAR image product.
SAR DATA PRODUCTS
SAR imaging systems deliver complex phase history data, which pass through Fourier transform processing to produce complex-valued backscatter images. Because the multi-path backscattered energy can add and cancel coherently, the resulting images contain speckle, which complicates the application of standard image processing methods to SAR images. Fortunately, exploiting temporal and spatial statistics, we can derive a number of SAR image products designed to reduce speckle. Table 1 lists Ku-band radar collection parameters for the SAR test image used in this work. The following subsections describe the speckle-reduced image products and show small subsections (approx. 1000 x 1000 pixels) of each product. 
Subaperture multilook image
Forming a subaperture multilook (SA-ML) image requires transforming a complex-valued SAR image back to the twodimensional Fourier domain, partitioning the spectrum into non-overlapping pieces and non-coherently averaging the images formed from each piece of the spectrum [15] . The SA-ML image has coarser spatial resolution than an SAR backscatter magnitude image formed from the complete phase history, but also has reduced speckle. Figure 1a) shows an example of an SA-ML image. We calibrate the SA-ML backscatter and compute the log-magnitude before applying the SPS algorithm. In future sections, SA-ML will refer to 20log 10 (SA-ML).
Median-over-time of Radar Cross Section (RCS) image
We can use multiple passes of SAR images collected from the same scene to compute image statistics for speckle reduction. We calibrate each RCS image and, from a stack of co-registered RCS images of the same scene, compute a median image to form the Median RCS (MRCS) images, which is a temporal multilook product. We compute the logmagnitude of the MRCS image before applying the SPS algorithm. In future sections, MRCS will refer to 20log 10 (MRCS). Figure 1b) shows an example of an MRCS image.
Mean-over-time of Coherent Change Detection (CCD) image
The complex-valued radar backscatter image provides not only magnitude of the backscattered radar return, but phase of the returned signal, which is useful for measuring coherence between multiple passes and forming interferometric height maps [15] . Coherent change detection images, produced from co-registered images of the same scene collected at different times, can detect subtle changes such as tire tracks in a dirt road or breeze-induced shifts in vegetation.
Collecting a large number of passes (25 or more) from the same scene allows us to characterize patterns of change over time. We form CCD images from pairs of the image data set, then average many CCDs together to create Mean CCD (MCCD) images. Figure 1c) shows a mean CCD image formed from an average of 29 CCDs where a dark color indicates regions of low average coherence produced by physical scene changes between collection-times of the image pairs or shadows, regions blocked from the radar signal. The surrounding desert exhibits slightly more change over time than the packed dirt parking lot and driveway. The gravel to the right of the building exhibits relatively small change over time whereas the three trees inside the oval planting area have moderate change likely a result of small displacements from wind and weather. The key point for creating superpixels is that structures made of the same material have similar change properties over time. The MCCD image product represents structures in the image in slightly different ways than do the products based on backscatter magnitude. Some structures are more prominent and others are less so. 
SUPERPIXEL SEGMENTATION ALGORITHMS
When faced with the challenge of categorizing contents of large SAR images, we apply superpixel segmentation algorithms to exploit spatial correlation between neighboring pixels. Each superpixel represents a small region of the image that contains similar intensities in close spatial proximity. We applied two widely used SPS algorithms, Quickshift [13] and Simple Linear Iterative Clustering [2, 16] to the SAR image products.
Quick-shift
The Quick-shift algorithm forms a Parzen density estimate [17] of spatial and intensity distance relationships between neighboring pixels. The distance between pixels i and j, shown in Equation (1), accounts for both difference in intensity and difference in spatial proximity between the two pixels. Here, r i is the row index, c i is the column index and I i is the intensity of pixel i.
Equation (2) shows the local Parzen density estimate for a pixel i over a neighborhood N W , where σ is the Gaussian window width and W is the search window width. The density estimate produces larger values for pixels whose close neighbors have similar intensities. Figure 2a) shows a conceptual representation of the Parzen density over the row and column grid space.
In contrast to gradient search algorithms, which iteratively compute gradients in the direction of a local maximum, Quick-shift constrains its search to pass through image pixels. For each image pixel, Quick-shift searches a local region to find a 'parent' pixel, one that has higher density than itself and closest distance within the search region [18] . Figure 2b) shows the Parzen density contours with black dots that indicate the locations of image data pixels. The red arrows indicate the association between each pixel, at the tail, and its parent, at the head. Some pixels are self-parents with no tails because they represent local density maxima. Then, each pixel follows parents-of-parents, creating a chain of associations, until it reaches a parent with largest local density. Figure 2c) shows a simple example of this second search step, which finds two parent-of-parent pixels indicated by boldface xs. All pixels associated with each local maximum form the corresponding superpixel, where pixels labeled with '1' correspond to one local maximum and pixels Table 2 summ discovered th was difficult algorithm is s test using Qu which param structures in computationa To judge the quality of superpixels produced by these options, we selected two widely-used segmentation quality measures, undersegmentation error and boundary recall [4] . Both quality measures require a hand-labeled ground truth image as input. To compute undersegmentation error, we extract every superpixel that overlaps each ground truth segment. We compute the superpixel area that falls outside the hand-labeled boundary divided by the total area of extracted superpixels. We estimate average undersegmentation error for all ground truth segments. To compute boundary recall, we extract the edges of the hand-labeled segments and the superpixel edges. We shift the edges both horizontally and vertically with respect to one another and compute the overlap between the two sets of edges at each shift value. Because horizontal and vertical differences contribute equally to overall quality, we sum the horizontal and vertical overlaps for each shift value and produce a one-dimensional plot of overlap versus shift. The area under the curve is a measure of the accuracy of placement of the superpixel edges with respect to the hand-labeled edges. Larger areas correspond to more accurate edge placement. We applied each test listed in Table 2 to the full SAR image. Section 4 shows small sections of the image so that we can qualitatively judge the quality of the resulting superpixels. Section 5 reports quantitative quality results for the whole image. Figure 4 shows an MRCS image of a drainage ditch next to the edge of a road. Figure 4b) shows Quick-shift superpixels, and Figure 4c) shows SLIC superpixels. We see that SLIC produces more compact superpixels that conform more readily to the shape of the ditch. The superpixels are also more uniformly sized, which can be an advantage for making statistical comparisons. This image provides a particularly challenging test because the ditch has low contrast compared to its background. We test the ability of improving the superpixels by including height information into the SPS segmentation. Figure 4d) shows the resulting superpixels when we use both SA-ML and IF-H products at the input of the SLIC algorithm. Adding the height information improves the ability of the superpixels to represent two of the three arms of the drainage ditch. Figure 6a) shows that the MRCS-derived superpixels have more wriggly edges than the SA-ML-derived superpixels shown in Figure 5 . Because the SA-ML contains lower spatial frequencies, it yields superpixels with smoother edges. This can be an advantage when we want to represent the edges of man-made structures. Fortunately, we can use SA-ML-derived superpixels to process data from any of the other image products, as long as they are co-registered. For example, if we do not have multiple images from the same site to compute a temporal multilook MRCS, we can still create superpixels from an SA-ML image and then apply them to a co-registered RCS image. In another example, we can compute superpixel histograms from higher resolution MRCS pixels located inside SA-ML superpixels. Such histograms can be useful for classifying surfaces in the SAR image.
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Because the MCCD product represents different physical phenomena than the RCS-based products, its corresponding superpixel segmentation, shown in Figure 6b ), emphasizes different structural features. The MCCD superpixels contort their boundaries to conform to the local variability of the MCCD image. Figure 6c) shows superpixels derived from combining SA-ML and MCCD together in two channels of the SLIC algorithm. SA-ML and MCCD are scaled to similar ranges and equally weighted. Figure 6d) shows superpixels derived from combining SA-ML, MCCD and IF-H in three channels at the input of SLIC. Adding the additional SAR products produces only subtle changes in the superpixels. Thus, unless we have reason to suspect that the different data products provide an advantage for representing a particular image structure, such as adding height to find a drainage ditch, adding multiple products at the input of the SPS does not provide a significant advantage in the resulting superpixels. Figure 6 . Superpixels of building and playground.
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
We computed both undersegmentation error and boundary recall for the ten quality comparison experiments listed in Table 2 . Because the two quality measures produce similar conclusions, we only report boundary recall results in this paper. Figure 7a) shows that SLIC produces better boundary recall than that produced by Quick-shift. Figure 7b) shows that adjusting the SLIC parameters allows one to directly control the number and average size of superpixels. (Table 2 designates parameter values and average superpixel sizes that correspond to sets P1, P2 and P3.) Smaller superpixel sizes produce higher boundary recall and superpixels that conform better to structures shapes in the image, but they require more computation because the algorithm must compare each pixel against a larger number of local cluster centers. Because SLIC allows direct control of superpixel size, it allows the operator to control the trade-off between fidelity, computational cost and statistical representation. Figure 7c ) and Figure 7d) shows that the type and number of input product(s) have only small effects on the global superpixel quality. ML-, MCCD-and MRCS-derived superpixels We also compared the computational speed of algorithm execution. We compiled publically available C++ versions of both Quick-shift and SLIC running on a six-core Intel Xeon 2.9 GHz processor. We tested the execution speed for generating superpixels on a 3465 x 3443 image. Processing time for Quick-shift with complexity O(N 2 ) was 109 min, and processing time for SLIC with complexity O(N) was 12 sec.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have shown that it is possible to apply widely-used SPS algorithms, developed for optical imagery, to specklereduced SAR image products. Taking the logarithm of SA-ML and MRCS before applying SLIC with a difference-based distance measure reduces SPS sensitivity to multiplicative contamination. The SLIC algorithm produces higher quality superpixels than does the Quick-shift algorithm for SAR product images. Furthermore, SLIC is computationally faster than the Quick-shift algorithm. SA-ML-derived superpixels have straighter edges and produce slightly better segmentations than other products. We can use superpixels derived from one product to process data from any other coregistered product, which could include an individual RCS magnitude. Thus, this approach does not depend on having temporal multilook data available. The SLIC algorithm parameters directly control the number and average size of resulting superpixels to allow an operator control of trade-offs between superpixel fidelity, computational cost and statistical representation. Combining multiple products as multi-channel inputs to SLIC does not reduce global superpixel errors, but it could provide more flexible segmentations for specific objects, such as including height information to create superpixel segments for the drainage ditch.
We will apply SA-ML-derived superpixels to develop a terrain/structure classifier for SAR imagery. These superpixels provide small local self-similar regions for estimating backscatter statistics and can significantly reduce computational requirements for a classification algorithm.
